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Figure 1: Snapshots from user study sessions (a) a camera shot of Jod, (b) a Deaf or hard of hearing participant signing while
using Jod, and (c) mixed-hearing focus group discussion with interpreter.

ABSTRACT
Videoconferencing usage has surged in recent years, but current
platforms present significant accessibility barriers for the 430
million d/Deaf or hard of hearing people worldwide. Informed
by prior work examining accessibility barriers in current
videoconferencing platforms, we designed and developed Jod,
a videoconferencing platform to facilitate communication in mixed
hearing groups. Key features include support for customizing
visual layouts and a notification system to request attention and
influence behavior. Using Jod, we conducted six mixed hearing
group sessions with 34 participants, including 18 d/Deaf or hard of
hearing participants, 10 hearing participants, and 6 sign language
interpreters. We found participants engaged in visual layout
rearrangements based on their hearing ability and dynamically
adapted to the changing group communication context, and that
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notifications were useful but raised a need for designs to cause fewer
interruptions. We provide insights for future videoconferencing
designs and conclude with recommendations for conducting mixed
hearing studies.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Broad adoption of videoconferencing platforms has surged since
mid-2019, primarily due to the COVID-19 pandemic. The use
of popular videoconferencing platforms (e.g., Zoom, Microsoft
Teams, Google Meet) was 21 times higher in the first half of
2020 compared to the first half of 2019 [8], and their usage is
projected to grow in the coming decade [3]. Studies by the Pew
Research Center have found that these platforms are used for many
purposes, such as remote work, maintaining social connections, and
telehealth, among many others [2]. With the increase in adoption
and use, videoconferencing platforms also aim to provide more
inclusive support through features related to accessibility needs
(e.g., live captions and transcriptions, support for screen readers,
and multi-pinning and multi-spotlighting to support visual layout
customization [32, 38]). Particularly relevant to this paper’s focus
on d/Deaf or hard of hearing (DHH) individuals, Microsoft Teams
and Zoom introduced sign language interpretation views [27, 35].
It prioritizes sign language users (hereafter called signers) and
interpreters by maintaining a fixed view of their video tiles.

Despite these efforts, videoconferencing platforms present
significant accessibility barriers for the DHH community [1,
14, 17, 26, 36], estimated to comprise over 430 million people
worldwide [25]. Prior research in HCI and accessibility has
examined the usage of videoconferencing platforms by DHH
individuals [14, 26] and identified three main challenges. First,
current videoconferencing platforms offer limited default layouts
for the users to choose from and tend to automatically resize
and distribute video thumbnails over multiple pages, posing
obstacles for visual communication [14, 26]. Such limited layout
customization capabilities hinder DHH users’ ability to personalize
their view of other DHH individuals, active speakers, and
interpreters [13, 14, 26, 36]. Second, DHH individuals often
feel uncomfortable getting other participants’ attention, as
they find it challenging to interject an ongoing conversation
(even with the interpreter’s help) [26]. Additionally, in mixed
hearing videoconferencing settings, hearing and DHH individuals
face challenges in remembering appropriate communication
accommodations, such as hearing individuals forgetting to speak
slowly or turning on their video when conversing with DHH
individuals [17]. Third, videoconferencing platforms’ audio-centric
design cannot highlight signing individuals’ video tiles [36];
instead, the interpreter who voices them gets the focus in visual
layouts. Therefore, current videoconferencing platforms fail to–
provide personalized visual layout arrangements, support DHH
participants to interject, and enable users to remember appropriate
accommodations for others.

Prior research [13, 26, 30] has primarily employed participatory
design methods such as co-design workshops to explore
potential design solutions to address these challenges. Design
recommendations include options for resizing and reordering
video frames, grouping videos, offering visual and haptic
feedback to request attention, and prioritizing frames of active
speakers [13, 26, 30]. However, a limited understanding remains of
how these solutions would translate into action in real-world mixed
hearing videoconferencing settings. To examine this, we designed

and developed Jod1, a videoconferencing platform to facilitate
communication in mixed hearing groups. Jod provides users with
an enhanced option to customize their visual layout, enabling them
to resize, rearrange, and add/remove video tiles of participants.
It also includes a notification system with preset messages to
get people’s attention and influence speaker behavior. Jod also
highlights active signer(s) using a Wizard of Oz technique [9].
Furthermore, it displays accessibility indicators as part of user
profiles to help gauge and identify fellow participants’ needs.

To understand behaviors and perceptions when navigating
mixed hearing ability conversations using Jod, we conducted
six user study sessions with 34 participants, including 18 DHH
participants, 10 hearing participants, and 6 Indian Sign Language
(ISL) interpreters. Each session consisted of a tutorial, followed
by task-based exploration, unstructured conversation, a game of
charades, a presentation with screen share, and then concluded with
a focus group discussion. To supplement our qualitative analysis,
we also collected system-wide telemetry data. Participants engaged
in 485 visual layout-related arrangements and sent 40 preset
messages throughout the study. Our findings unveiled several novel
insights, particularly a strong correlation between participants’
hearing abilities and their preferred visual layout arrangements.
Notably, the DHH participants made the interpreter’s video tile
significantly larger than the hearing participants and chose to
move the closed captions closer to the interpreter’s video tile.
Interestingly, participants also engaged in visual layout-related
rearrangements to adapt to the changing group communication
context, particularly during the game of charades where they
could prioritize the participant whose turn it was. Though
such customization capabilities provided complete control over
visual layouts, it also led to additional manual labor. Thus, our
participants desired a balance between flexibility and system-
provided automated defaults to reduce their labor. Moreover,
participants reported improved communication between DHH
signers, hearing users, and interpreters through preset feedback
messages. While it helped in interjecting, requesting attention,
and influencing speaker behavior, these features also raised
a need for acknowledgments and prioritization of received
messages based on the group communication context. Drawing
on these findings, we synthesize key takeaways and provide
guidelines for designing videoconferencing platforms to support
mixed hearing communication better, focusing on visual layout
customization, interactivity and reactivity of the platform, and
cultural considerations. We conclude with recommendations for
conducting inclusive mixed hearing studies.

In summary, our work contributes: (1) the design and
development of Jod, a videoconferencing system integrating
recommendations from prior work to facilitate communication in
mixed hearing groups, (2) findings from 6 study sessions with 18
DHH participants, 10 hearing participants, and 6 ISL interpreters,
examining how Jod’s features interact with each other and the
emergent behaviors and perceptions of participants, and (3) design
guidelines for future accessible videoconferencing platforms and
recommendations for conducting mixed hearing studies.
1Jod: a Hindi word, pronounced as j-o-rr-h, which means ‘link’ and emphasizes the
system’s ability to connect individuals.
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2 RELATEDWORK
Our work is informed by the communication challenges
DHH individuals face in mixed hearing groups while using
videoconferencing platforms. Mixed hearing groups rely on
multiple communication methods, such as sign language,
speech reading (also called lipreading), gestures, body language,
facial expressions, captioning, pen-paper/text-based chat, and
interpreters. However, most of these may not translate well into
online settings, resulting in various communication challenges.
We discuss some communication methods used by people with
hearing disabilities and provide an overview of prior studies to
understand the usage and challenges of these methods in current
videoconferencing platforms.

2.1 Sign Language and Speechreading
Sign languages are the primary mode of communication in
the d/Deaf community, with over 200 global variants [24].
Unlike spoken languages, sign languages rely on spatial
cognition, communicating information through hand shapes,
body movements, and facial expressions [5]. Each sign language
has its distinct grammar and vocabulary. For instance, Indian
Sign Language (ISL), the most commonly used language by the
DHH community in India [7], differs substantially from American
Sign Language (ASL). Besides enabling communication, the DHH
community identifies their sign language as a source of pride,
thus constituting it as an essential part of their identity [15]. In
the digital world, video calls enable people to interact using sign
language. Prior work [14, 26, 37] has identified several challenges
with it, including difficulty in reading signs due to reduced frame
rates and inability to find interpreter’s video tile in large groups.
Access to a human interpreter is the most reliable solution for
the DHH community to interact with hearing individuals [31].
However, it is often not feasible due to the scarcity and affordability
of interpreters. Additionally, Kushalnagar and Vogler [14] have
discussed challenges in videoconferencing platforms like limited
and somewhat rigid support for organizing multiple visual elements
(e.g. speaker video, interpreter video, captions, screen share).
Through interviews and co-design sessions with d/Deaf signers
and ASL interpreters, Ang et al. [26] reinforced that DHH signers
and interpreters prefer having other signers in their view. Still,
current videoconferencing platforms provide less flexibility in
layout customizations. Interpreting linguistic information in sign
language becomes more difficult as the size of video tiles decreases
with the increasing number of participants. Further, keeping the
view of the active speaker, interpreter’s video, and captioning
text in visual proximity to each other can be challenging [13, 36].
Mack et al. [17] used autoethnographic methods to reflect on their
virtual work experience in a mixed-ability team and reported being
unable to see participants who used sign language and giving
more visual space to the shared screen, resulted in losing sight
of the speaker or interpreter. Ang et al. [26] recommend adding
the flexibility to rearrange and resize video tiles and the ability to
group and pin together video tiles. To reduce the burden on DHH
users when consuming information from multiple sources, the
option to overlay semi-transparent video over shared workspace
has also been suggested [22].

DHH individuals also use speechreading, a technique that relies
on visual and contextual cues to observe the movements of
the speaker’s lips to support communication. However, prior
studies have shown that DHH individuals often find speechreading
challenging in videoconferencing, especially when the speaker’s
face is less visible, there is a lack of eye contact, or background
lighting is insufficient [10, 14, 36]. A participatory design study by
Kim et al. addressed these issues by providing a zoomed-in portion
of the speaker close to their regular video tile, and in case of screen
share, suggested that passive participants in the call be removed
from the visual layout to reduce distractions [13].

2.2 Captioning in Videoconferencing
Due to speechreading challenges in video-mediated communication,
DHH individuals often rely on captions, often against their
preference [13]. Videoconferencing platforms use automatic speech
recognition (ASR) for live captions and transcriptions, which can
benefit DHH users when human interpreters and captioners are
unavailable. As ASR output can be erroneous, specifically for non-
native English speakers, DHH users face challenges with it [11].
Seita et al. conducted a remote study with DHH and hearing
participant pairs to derive designs that let hearing people identify
errors in ASR output and correct them [30]. Apart from fixing
ASR-related errors, McDonnell et al. found that in small-group
conversations involving mixed hearing identities, DHH participants
suggested speaker identification and warnings for overlapping
speakers to be built into the videoconferencing system [19], and
Seita et al. found that DHH participants were more satisfied with
communication wherein hearing individuals maintained neither a
high nor a low speech rate [29]. While exploring future captioning
designs with DHH participants, prior work discussed features like
color coding speakers, having the ability to keep captions close
to the active speaker, using visual or haptic means to get people’s
attention and notify hearing individuals to change their behavior
[26, 30].

2.3 Audio-Centric Videoconferencing Designs
Given the audio-centric nature of videoconferencing designs,
hearing people can gauge the listener’s understanding by receiving
verbal backchannel feedback [26]. Backchannels are verbal or
non-verbal feedback given while someone is talking to show
interest or attention. However, consuming backchannel feedback
by DHH participants, like head nods and other non-verbal cues,
is challenging and physically tiring due to the need to constantly
pay attention to everyone’s video tiles, as videoconferencing
platforms highlight active speakers solely based on audio. This also
results in DHH participants’ video tiles never getting displayed
or highlighted because their interpreter speaks for them [36].
Although an interpreter is essential to facilitate conversation
between DHH and hearing participants, it not only created
frequent conversational lags that discouraged DHH people’s
participation, but it also complicated efforts for the participants
to identify deaf signers [37]. To address that, Kushalnagar and
Vogler suggest that videoconferencing organizers should avoid
making assumptions and ask DHH users about their preferred
accommodations, captioning, and interpreter preferences [14].
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Other prior works [14, 37] suggest having procedures and
guidelines to manage turn-taking, having instructions on how to
make meetings accessible, asking speakers to identify themselves,
reminding participants to sit in well-lit areas, and requesting that
they wear headphones with a microphone to improve audio and
automated speech recognition quality.

All these prior studies use methods like participatory
design, co-design, interviews, and autoethnography to identify
communication challenges in mixed hearing groups and
suggest design recommendations. Our work builds upon these
recommendations to design and build a novel videoconferencing
platform called Jod and to evaluate it by simulating real-world
contexts where an interplay of social, environmental, and
technological factors exists simultaneously.

3 JOD: SYSTEM DESIGN & IMPLEMENTATION
Jod’s features were iteratively designed using a combination of
findings from prior work (refer to Table 2 in Appendix) and feedback
received from the participants in the first user study session we
conducted. It additionally implements many common features
of current videoconferencing platforms (e.g., chat, automated
speech recognition for live captions and transcriptions, emoji-
based reactions, mute, video on/off indicators, and highlighting
active speaker’s video tile). Figure 2 shows a screenshot of a
video call on Jod with six active users (3 DHH, 1 interpreter, 2
hearing individuals). The top panel contains gesture and call control
bars. The right panel lets users switch between People, Chat, and
Transcription tabs. The remaining visual space is used for rendering
video tiles and the captions box.

3.1 Features
We now describe the design of Jod’s key features:

Customizable Visual Layout.Multiple studies on challenges
in videoconferencing for DHH users [13, 14, 26, 36] have identified
that current platforms offer limited layout customization. They
provide default layouts to choose from and automatically resize
and rearrange video tiles. Jod provides customizability to users such
that they can reorganize their visual layout to suit their personal
preferences. All video tiles, including the participant’s tile, captions
box, and screen share, can be resized, added/removed, and moved
anywhere in the visual layout. To resize a video tile, users click and
drag the white handles on its corners (Figure 3a); to change a tile’s
position, they click anywhere on the video tile (except the corners)
and drag it to the preferred location. Users can also fix the position
and size of any video tile(s). To do so, they hover over the tile, and
three buttons appear in the top-left corner (Figure 3a). The first
button provides a locking feature (same as pinning) that disables
resizing and fixes the particular tile’s position. Users can unlock a
video tile by clicking again on the same button to allow resizing
and repositioning. To reduce visual clutter, users can either click on
the second button to remove the video tile from their layout, or the
third button to turn off the video stream. To add a removed video
tile back to their screen, users need to click the “+Add” button in
the People tab (Figure 2).

Preset Feedback Messages. The audio-centric nature of
videoconferencing platforms makes it difficult for d/Deaf signers

and interpreters to grab other signers’ attention. In physical settings,
they can use Deaf cultural practices, like banging on a desk or
flashing lights on and off, to get attention; however, such practices
do not translate well to online settings [26]. Studies [11, 29] have
also discussed DHH signers’ frustrations with speaking behaviors,
such as speaking too fast or at a low volume. In Jod, hovering over
a user’s video tile results in six buttons to appear in the bottom-
right corner of the tile (Figure 3a). These buttons can be used to
send preset feedback messages, like “Please look at me”, “Please
keep your upper body visible”, “Please turn on some lights”, “Please
speak slower”, “Please use easier language”, and “Please repeat
what you said”. When a message is sent, it is displayed as a toast
element in the recipient’s UI. To secure the receiver’s attention,
these notifications do not auto-dismiss. The recipient must click on
them to close them.

Active Signer Identification. Videoconferencing platforms use
speaking indicators to highlight the active speaker, e.g., a bright
border around the video tile. This feature does not work for d/Deaf
signers because the video tile of the interpreter—who is ‘voicing’
them—gets highlighted. We utilized aWizard of Oz method to study
this feature in Jod. A researcher joined the calls as "Admin," a special
participant type, and used an admin panel to indicate when Deaf
users started or stopped signing. For participants on the call, this
appeared as if the video tiles of signing and speaking users were
highlighted similarly (i.e., with a blue border around the speaker or
signer’s video tiles).

Accessibility Indicators. In mixed ability groups, users may
need indicators to understand another user’s accessibility needs.
Furthermore, call participants may find it difficult to remember
the appropriate accommodations in such group settings (e.g.,
remembering to speak slowly) [17]. Jod lets users quickly gauge the
ability of others using explicit indicators.While joining a call on Jod,
users select their participant type (Deaf, Hearing, or Interpreter).
These abilities are indicated in the user interface through different
colors, icons, and, for interpreters, an explicit “Interpreter” label.

Enhanced Transcription. Currently, transcriptions and
captions in videoconferencing platforms only contain automated
speech recognition output. To provide users with a holistic view of
the conversation, Jod enhances audio transcriptions and captions to
include preset feedback messages, emoji reactions, and information
when a DHH user starts/stops signing (Figure 3b). Transcription
text also displays the accessibility indicator of each participant.

Gesture Recognition. Hearing people can gauge if others
are listening and following their conversations in online settings
because of their ability to receive verbal backchannel feedback
along with non-verbal cues. To increase the ways users can give
feedback while being on mute, we added four emoji-based gestures:
clap, hand raise, okay, and thumbs-up. Users enable this feature
by clicking on “Enable Gestures” in the gesture control bar (refer
to Figure 2). When a gesture is recognized, a circular progress bar
gets rendered around that emoji. Once the circular progress bar
is completed (in ≈1 sec), the emoji is sent to everyone on the call.
(Note: Emojis can also be sent by directly clicking one of the four
emoji buttons.) Zoom has a similar gesture recognition feature,
however, no prior work exists on how users use them in mixed
hearing conversations.
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Figure 2: User Interface of Jod with six participants on a simulated video call. 6 participants comprise 3 DHH, 2 Hearing, and 1
Interpreter. (Participant names are pseudonyms)

(a) Video Tile Hover State (b) Transcriptions Panel

Figure 3: Jod’s System Features: Customizable Visual Layout, Preset Feedback Messages, and Enhanced Transcriptions

3.2 Implementation Details
Figure 4 provides a high-level overview of Jod’s architecture. Jod is
developed to be accessible through a web browser. To enable group
calling and group chat, we used Microsoft’s Azure Communication
Services (ACS) and Socket.IO. The user-facing component of the
application, i.e., the client, was built using React, while the server
was developed over Node.js and Express.js. As shown in Figure 4, to
join a group video call, the participant first opens Jod in a browser.
A request is sent to the server (1) to get a list of possible sessions
the participant can join. Each session holds unique configuration
identifiers that ACS needs for group calling and chat functionalities.

(2) The participant is then prompted to fill in profile details (e.g. full
name, session name, participant type), and this information, along
with the client’s unique socket identifier, gets stored in a MongoDB
database. (3) Using the unique identifiers, the client sends ACS a
request to join the group call and chat. Finally, ACS (4) authenticates
the participant’s request, adds them to the group call, and starts
sending call- and chat-related information to the client. Jod uses
Socket.IO to power its preset feedback messages feature for client-to-
client communication. Sign detection is a complex problem [5]; due
to non-existent off-the-shelf AI models that could detect signing
with high accuracy, we resorted to a Wizard of Oz method for
Jod’s active signer identification feature. Jod’s enhanced transcription
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Figure 4: System Architecture of Jod

feature and live captions used ACS in-built automated speech
recognition pipeline for English. The accessibility indicator icons
for each participant type are from the Material UI library. For the
gesture recognition feature, we built an AI pipeline to run within
the client’s browser. We used Google’s MediaPipe Holistic model to
track hands and ran a post-processing function to further classify
each gesture. Jod uses accessible colors, adhering to web content
accessibility guidelines (WCAG).

With respect to logging, Jod collects telemetry containing visual
layout events that were logged when participants altered their
layout arrangement by dragging, resizing, removing, or adding
any video tile. Using this extensive log data, we could recreate
a participant’s visual layout including the location, arrangement,
and size of each video tile. Additionally, Jod logs preset messages,
gestures, chat messages, and click-based emoji reactions.

4 STUDY DESIGN
To investigate the behaviors and perceptions of users navigating
mixed hearing conversations on Jod, we conducted six user study
sessions (S1-S6) involving 34 participants, as detailed in Table 1. Out
of the six sessions, four were conducted in person, while two were
conducted remotely. Our study was approved by our Institutional
Review Board (IRB) and took place between Nov-Dec 2022.

4.1 Participant Recruitment
Out of the total 34 participants (13 Female, 21 Male), 18 were
Deaf or hard-of-hearing (DHH), 6 were sign language interpreters,
and 10 were hearing individuals. Demographic information and
session details are listed in Table 1. All hearing participants
were recruited through the authors’ personal and professional
networks. For the remote sessions, interpreters were recruited
through our professional network and DHH individuals from the
National Institute of Speech & Hearing (NISH), an institute for the
education and rehabilitation of individuals with speech-language
and hearing impairments. For in-person sessions, DHH individuals
and interpreters were recruited through our partner organization,
WinVinaya Foundation, a nonprofit organization and skills training
center for persons with disabilities in Bengaluru, India.

We compensated DHH participants with an INR 750 gift voucher
upon completion of the study session. Interpreters were compensated

with INR 2500 per session, calculated per the standard cost of
interpreting services in India. All our participants had previously
used video calling applications (e.g., Zoom,Microsoft Teams, Google
Meet, Google Duo, WhatsApp). For 2 DHH participants and 7
hearing individuals, this was their first time video conferencing in
a mixed hearing group setting. 17 out of 18 participants identified
as Deaf and 1 participant was hard of hearing. ISL was the primary
mode of communication for the Deaf participants. 10 out of 18 could
speechread in regional languages and 3 of these 10 participants
were beginner-level speechreaders in English.

4.2 Study Setup
Each study session was approximately 2.5 hours long and involved
3 DHH signers, 1 or 2 interpreters, 2 hearing individuals, and 2
hearing researchers. While one researcher moderated the call, the
other acted as a wizard who was not visible to the participants on
Jod. We began our sessions by sharing a tutorial of Jod followed by
task-based explorations, unstructured conversations, games, and a
presentation round with screen share. We concluded with a focus
group discussion. The study protocol remained consistent for both
remote and in-person sessions.

In-person Sessions. We conducted in-person sessions because
of two reasons – (1) to ensure DHH participants were comfortable
and familiar with the study space, and (2) to adjust to any
unanticipated system breakdowns and quickly iterate over the study
protocol if needed [18]. We conducted four sessions in-person at the
nonprofit organization (S2, S4, S5, and S6). In a large open space, we
positioned three tables with two chairs at each table and assigned
specific seats to each participant to minimize echo and interference.
To maintain the ecological validity of our study and to prevent
direct communication, we ensured there was no sound or visual
bleed between participants outside of Jod. Hearing participants
were seated farther apart, and moderators were seated next to deaf
participants. We provided participants with laptops and earphones.
We also provided notebooks and pens to all participants for note-
taking and drawing. We had one interpreter per in-person session;
to avoid interpreter fatigue, we took necessary breaks based on the
recommended guidelines followed at the nonprofit organization.
Researchers moderating were also present in-person and helped
answer any participant questions during the sessions.
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Session 1 (S1)
ID Age Sex Hearing Loss/Role ISL Proficiency
P01 22 M Profound Intermediate
P02 25 M Profound Intermediate
P03 22 M Profound Intermediate
P04 26 M Interpreter (7 years) Expert
P05 29 F Interpreter (7 years) Expert

Session 3 (S3)
ID Age Sex Hearing Loss/Role ISL Proficiency
P12 23 F Profound Expert
P13 22 F Mild Intermediate
P14 22 F Profound Expert
P15 24 M None None
P16 25 M None None
P17 34 M Interpreter (7 yrs) Expert
P18 29 M Interpreter (6 yrs) Expert

Session 5 (S5)
ID Age Sex Hearing Loss/Role ISL Proficiency
P24 24 F Mild Novice
P25 25 M Mild Novice
P26 21 F Profound Novice
P27 22 M None None
P28 24 F None None
P11 35 F Interpreter (15 yrs) Expert

Session 2 (S2)
ID Age Sex Hearing Loss/Role ISL Proficiency
P06 30 M Moderate Intermediate
P07 28 M Mild Intermediate
P08 25 F Profound Expert
P09 22 M None None
P10 42 F None Novice
P11 35 F Interpreter (15 yrs) Expert

Session 4 (S4)
ID Age Sex Hearing Loss/Role ISL Proficiency
P19 28 M Moderate Expert
P20 22 F Profound Intermediate
P21 25 M Moderate Intermediate
P22 35 M None None
P23 24 F None None
P11 35 F Interpreter (15 yrs) Expert

Session 6 (S6)
ID Age Sex Hearing Loss/Role ISL Proficiency
P29 24 M Moderate Intermediate
P30 22 M Mild Intermediate
P31 23 M Profound Expert
P32 24 M None None
P33 25 F None None
P34 26 M Interpreter (3 yrs) Expert

Table 1: Detailed Participant Demographics

Remote Sessions.We conducted two remote sessions (S1 and S3).
All participants joined the sessions from their homes and used their
personal laptops. The initial introductions, Jod onboarding, and
focus group discussions were conducted on Zoom. The remaining
study-related parts took place on Jod. Two interpreters took turns
interpreting and switched every 20 to 30 minutes.

4.3 Procedure
Each session began with introductions and an overview of the
research study. The moderators explained how user data would be
collected and asked for verbal consent. Throughout the study, the
interpreters and deaf participants communicated in ISL, while the
moderators, hearing participants, and interpreters communicated
in English. Communication between DHH participants and others
was facilitated by interpreters. Sessions consisted of the following
six key components, listed chronologically:

Jod Onboarding (∼10 mins). To provide consistent training to all
participants, we played a ∼5 minute video tutorial on YouTube. The
tutorial showed one of the authors using Jod and introducing its key
features; it included a voice-over and closed captions. Additionally,
an interpreter was present to facilitate communication.

Round 1: Task-based Feature Exploration (∼30 minutes). After
watching the video tutorial, participants were given an opportunity
to ask clarifying questions. Once all participants were ready, they
joined the call using Jod. After successfully joining the call, both
researchers (moderator and wizard) also joined the call. The goal
of this round was to familiarize participants with the system and
let them interact with its features. To facilitate this, the moderator
prompted participants by assigning 10 tasks, one after another.
Participants were asked to send a “like” reaction after completing

each task so that moderators knew when to proceed to the next one.
Examples of tasks included “Make participant X’s video tile bigger,”
“Inform me (the researcher) to turn ON background lights,” and
“Perform raise hand gesture.’. The Appendix includes the complete
list of tasks. At the end of this activity, participants were given 5
minutes to freely explore the system and capture a screenshot of
their preferred video-tile layout arrangement.

Round 2: Unstructured Conversation (∼15-20 minutes). To encourage
free-form conversations between DHH and hearing participants,
the moderator initiated a casual conversation on food preferences.
It further progressed to include topics like social celebrations, cities,
and occupations.

Round 3: Game of Charades (∼15-20 minutes). During the first in-
person session (S2), we observed a lack of direct communication
between DHH and hearing participants. To bridge this gap and
initiate intermingling across the two groups, we added a modified
version of the game of charades to the last three in-person sessions.
Themoderator divided participants into two teams based on hearing
abilities, DHH and hearing, then provided a movie title that one
team had to act out, and the other team had to guess. For example,
a hearing person would enact to the DHH team, whereas a DHH
person would enact to the hearing team. To ensure fair play, the
participants were not allowed to sign alphabets or numbers and
instead were encouraged to act out movie scenes. They used the
chat tab to type their guesses.

Round 4: Screen Share Presentation (∼7-8 minutes). To capture
participant behaviors on customizable video tile arrangements, the
moderator used screen sharing to give a 5-minute talk. She shared
slides about an app for sign language users and learners. In the end,
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all participants were asked to capture a screenshot of their video
tile arrangements while viewing the shared screen.

Focus Group Discussion (∼60-90 minutes). After completing the
preceding rounds, the researchers conducted a focus group
discussion (FGD) with all participants to capture their general
perceptions of Jod and gather detailed feedback on key features.
In-person FGD participants gathered around in a circle. Interpreters
had a dual role — as study participants and interpreters. For remote
interpreters, FGDs were held on Zoom. Each FGD started with
open-ended questions on the overall experience of using Jod. We
then delved deeper into interactions and experiences with specific
features, what participants liked vs disliked, and suggestions for
additional features in future iterations.

We included a set of varying interaction scenarios because Jod’s
features are intended to be general purpose, and we wanted to
examine their interaction leading to emergent behaviors across
scenarios. Screen sharing and non-screen sharing scenarios have
been highlighted in prior work [13, 26]. We introduced charades
because it requires social interaction that helps establish comfort
levels among participants, similar to the Twenty Questions game
used by McDonnell et al. [20].

4.4 Data Analysis
We analyzed the qualitative data, which consisted of ∼7 hours
of audio recordings from five focus group discussions (S2, S3,
S4, S5, S6), researchers’ detailed handwritten notes, participants’
screenshots of Jod, participants’ notes, and pictures clicked at
the in-person study site. Audio recordings were anonymized and
transcribed soon after the sessions were conducted. FGD data were
analyzed using reflexive thematic analysis, as described by [6].
The field data were read several times by the first two authors to
identify the initial set of codes. Multiple rounds of open coding were
conducted, and codes were rigorously discussed between authors
for prioritization and grouping into themes. To avoid imposing
biases while analyzing the data, we refrained from using existing
theoretical frameworks or lenses. Instead, we let the themes emerge
bottom up. For quantitative analysis, we used telemetry data from
all the rounds except task-based feature exploration round2. To
understand the relationship between participants’ ability and how
they used the available screen real estate, we grouped all active
participants in the call based on their ability and calculated the
average video tile size. For each participant, we extracted the layouts
they used for the longest duration per minute and calculated the
average video tile size across round(s).

4.5 Authors’ Positionality
Seven of the eight paper authors are of Indian origin and have
conducted fieldwork with diverse marginalized groups in India.
Four authors identify as female, and four as male. One author
is a staff member of the nonprofit partner organization and has
significant experience working and training deaf individuals for
employment opportunities. Three authors have more than two
2S1 was a design feedback session. There was telemetry data loss during S2 and S3.
We used data from S4, S5, and S6 in-person sessions for the layout-related telemetry
analysis. We intend findings from the qualitative data to be our primary focus and
consider telemetry data only as a valuable supplement to our qualitative analysis.

years of research experience in studying the accessibility needs
of the d/Deaf or hard of hearing (DHH) community in the Global
South; one has 10 years of research experience in accessibility in
North America. Our approach to this research was informed by our
individual experiences working with the DHH community in India
and interacting with them over video calls.

5 FINDINGS
The Jod system was used for ∼ 10 hours across the six study
sessions. Participants rearranged their visual layout 485 times, sent
40 preset feedback messages, and conveyed 30 emojis via gestures.
Below, we discuss our key findings, focusing on flexibility and
diverse choices of visual layouts across the different participant
groups, notifications sent through preset feedback messages to
influence other participants’ behavior, and cultural nuances and
mismatched expectations in mixed hearing settings.

5.1 Using Layout Flexibility in
Videoconferencing

Jod offers users control over their visual layout, e.g., participants’
video tiles, captions, etc. Our participants leveraged this flexibility
to tailor the platform to their hearing ability and the continuously
changing group communication context, which resulted in constant
trade-offs between user labor and system efficiency.

5.1.1 Agency to Customize Layout. In the task-based feature
exploration round, we asked participants to explore the system
and organize their visual layouts per their preference. In response,
they actively interacted with the customizable elements and
rearranged the video tiles of everyone, including their own. For
DHH participants, we observed that the interpreter was a priority
and essential to their communication on the platform; as 𝑃19𝐷𝐻𝐻

mentioned, “I really like the option that I can resize the interpreter
and see it clearly,” and 𝑃29𝐷𝐻𝐻 described his layout choice:

“I first chose the interpreter and made their tile bigger
because the speaking people are not my priority...the
interpreter is my priority. Being deaf, I want the
interpreter screen to be big.” – 𝑃29𝐷𝐻𝐻

Personal priorities were reflected in the layout arrangements (Figure
5) across participants. On comparing the sizes of the video tiles,
DHH participants accorded to other individuals on the conference
call; we found that they allocated maximal visual space to the
interpreter (Figures 5c - 5f and Figure 6a). For DHH participants,
a Kruskal-Wallis test revealed a significant effect of participant
ability on average video tile size (𝜒23 = 24.99, 𝑝 < 0.0001). A
pairwise comparison usingWilcoxon rank sum test with Bonferroni
correction showed significant differences between the interpreter’s
video tile size and (1) DHH participants (𝑍 = −3.64, 𝑝 < 0.01), (2)
hearing individuals (𝑍 = −3.68, 𝑝 < 0.01), and (3) their self-video
tile (𝑍 = 3.74, 𝑝 < 0.01). Similarly, in the screen share presentation
round, the interpreter’s video tile remained significantly different
except relative to the screen share video tile (Figures 5i - 5k
and Figure 6b). This suggests that DHH participants gave equal
importance to the interpreter and the screen share. The participant’s
ability had a significant impact on the interpreter’s video tile area
(𝐹1,13 = 5.1473, p ≈ 0.04). Comparing the size of the interpreter’s
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Figure 5: Screenshots of Jod from study sessions and visual layout abstractions generated using telemetry: (a) DHH participant’s
layout where the interpreter’s video tile is the largest, (b) interpreter’s layout with DHH participants’ video tiles larger than
others and one hearing participant’s video tile removed, (c) to (f) are examples of other arrangements DHH participants created
keeping the interpreter’s video tile largest, (g) interpreter’s layout where DHH participants’ video tiles were enlarged, (h)
interpreter’s layout where hearing researcher’s video tile was enlarged, and (i) to (k) are examples of arrangements DHH
participants created when screen sharing was active, with interpreter’s video tile and screen share competing for visual space.

video tile between DHH and hearing participants, we found that the
interpreter tile in the DHH participants’ visual layouts (59.7±22.2)
significantly exceeded the size the hearing participants gave to the
interpreter (33.7±20.9), with t=−2.3, p≈0.04. This was also true in
the screen share presentation round.

In addition to allotting prominent visual space to the interpreter,
DHH participants discussed their layout choices for organizing
other DHH and hearing participants. While some preferred to keep
all participants on the screen, with hearing participants occupying
minimal visual space, others chose to remove hearing participants
entirely. For instance,

“I would only want to see the deaf participants... so
I can have all the deaf participants and the speaker
(interpreter) on the screen. This allows me to manage
the screen so the interpreter and the deaf participant
are side-by-side.” – 𝑃13𝐷𝐻𝐻 .

Similarly, we found that interpreters resized the video tiles of
DHH participants and the researcher conducting the study session,
making them bigger than the other video tiles (Figure 5g, 5h). This
behavior was motivated by the need to follow the DHH participants’
signing and facial expressions, as 𝑃34𝐼 noted, “My main priority
was to see the deaf candidates clearly and understand what they
are signing... if their tile is very small, then I would not be able to
understand their signs properly.” All but one interpreter kept all the
hearing participants on the screen; 𝑃18𝐼 surrounded their video tile
with DHH participants and removed all other hearing participants

except the hearing researcher. Another interpreter, 𝑃11𝐼 , kept the
“deaf participants on the top... to see all their reactions.”

In addition to rearranging participants’ video tiles, participants
actively interacted with other customizable visual elements, such
as closed captions and the screen share tile. DHH and hearing
participants interacted and reorganized the captions (Figure 5a). For
instance, 𝑃33𝐻 , a hearing participant, described her arrangement
of the captions and the interpreter’s video tile to grasp the ongoing
interpretation better:

“I arranged it like... I had all the hearing people (on
the left side), deaf people (in the center), and the
interpreter (on the right side), and the captions below
that. I made the captions and interpreter larger so that
I can keep up with the interpreting and make sense
of how the words are being interpreted.” – 𝑃33𝐻

This flexibility to reorganize multiple visual elements augmented
the participants’ communication abilities and facilitated
comprehension. Most participants felt agency and control to
align the Jod platform to their personal preferences. As 𝑃12𝐷𝐻𝐻

shared, “It was very independent. I could resize whoever I want. Like
the hearing people, I could move them aside... put them below the
deaf people. It was very good overall.”

5.1.2 Adapting to Dynamic Group Communication Context. Besides
aligning Jod according to their hearing abilities, participants did on-
the-fly visual rearrangements to keep pace with the continuously
changing group communication context. Dynamic rearrangements
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(a) No Screen Share (b) With Screen Share

Figure 6: Video tile sizes (average) in DHH and hearing participants’ visual layout

also supported participants in keeping their video layout organized
and helped them prioritize the active speaker/signer. For instance,
the ease of dynamic rearrangement helped a hearing participant
prioritize different players responsible for acting during the game
of charades:

“My usual goal was to keep as few tiles as possible on
the screen. I would usually just have the researcher’s
tile who was speaking... on the right side. On the left
side, I would have the interpreter’s tile just out of
curiosity to see how the interpretation was going on.
And closed captions running at the bottom. While
playing charades, whoever was doing sign gestures, I
would just add their tile.” – 𝑃32𝐻

In addition, Jod conveyed someone’s signing by highlighting the
active signer’s video tile and adding the “started signing” message
in both the closed caption and transcription. 𝑃11𝐼 , who had been
interpreting for 15 years, shared that it helped her track the signer(s)
since it is challenging to keep track of who is signing on video calls.
It also helped her envision future notification modalities to help
with attending to the active signer.

“Let’s say in a group of 30 hearing and 2 DHH folks,
it is hard to keep track when someone starts signing...
but as it appears [in the] captions box, I can keep
track. There should be a way to notify the interpreter
that someone started signing to focus on their video
tile.” – 𝑃11𝐼

𝑃32𝐻 , a hearing participant, recalled that he preferred a minimum
number of video tiles in his layout, he had the researcher (who
was the active speaker), the interpreter’s video tile, and the close
captions running in the bottom. However, during charades, the
“started signing” message helped him identify whose video tile to
bring back to the visual layout. Other participants also described
dynamically adding and increasing the visual space of the active

speaker’s video tile. For instance, 𝑃25𝐷𝐻𝐻 , who would usually
remove the hearing participants from her video layout, said,

“If they were speaking or asking some question, I
would bring them to the screen – otherwise, I would
just remove them from my screen.” – 𝑃25𝐷𝐻𝐻

While having the active hearing participant on screen was not a
necessity for most DHH participants, they engaged in such usage
patterns when provided with an easy option to do so.

5.1.3 Offering Flexibility through Multiplicity. Jod also offered
flexibility to its users through the multiplicity of various
videoconferencing features. Users can understand the context
of ongoing conversations by following the interpreter and
reading the automated speech recognition output, either in
closed captions or transcriptions. We found that while conversing
with hearing individuals, DHH participants (like 𝑃29𝐷𝐻𝐻 )
simultaneously referred to the interpreter’s video tile and the
transcriptions/captions. Transcriptions were preferred to catch up
on conversations, while real-time captions were used to verify if
anything was missed by the interpreter or lost in translation. As
𝑃19𝐷𝐻𝐻 explained, “Both are useful and [I] used both. Because cc
(closed captions) happens in real time... if I have forgotten something,
I could go up and see it in the transcript”. Captions also served as a
fallbackmechanism for DHHparticipants to continue conversations
when the interpreter was unavailable; as 𝑃13𝐷𝐻𝐻 noted, “If there
was an internet lag and the interpreter froze, I could look at captions”.
Interestingly, a hearing participant, 𝑃32𝐻 also referred to the
transcriptions when he “missed something in the captions”, e.g.,
when someone used a reaction that he missed because it went away
too fast.

In addition, participants could communicate emoji reactions (like
thumbs-up) either via signing (through Jod’s gesture recognition
feature) or by clicking on the emoji icons. In the study sessions
with telemetry data for emoji reactions (i.e., S3–S6), people sent a
total of 72 emoji reactions, of which 30 were through AI gesture
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recognition and 42 were click-based. DHH and hearing participants
felt that gesture recognition took too long to send a reaction: “It
wasn’t super useful for me, partly because it took like 4s to detect.
So, keeping my hand raised in the air for 4 seconds? It’s easier for
me to just click that button.” – 𝑃32𝐷𝐻𝐻 . Participants also brought
up instances when there were false positives; as 𝑃28𝐻 mentioned,
“when I was holding my pen up... it recognized it as a thumbs-up
gesture.”

5.2 Connections through Notifications in Mixed
Hearing Settings

Jod introduces a novel way to disseminate notifications, i.e., through
Preset Feedback Messages, in mixed hearing conversations. We
detail how these notifications helped connect the DHH, hearing,
and interpreters. Though they generally enhanced communication
among participants, they were occasionally found to be obtrusive
and to leave the sender in limbo due to a lack of acknowledgment
of receipt mechanisms.

5.2.1 Connecting DHH, Hearing, and Interpreter. When asked
about using feedback messages, participants recounted being
able to connect with others of different hearing abilities without
interrupting the ongoing conversation. Prior studies highlighted
that DHH participants seek minimal clarifications to avoid
interrupting the conversation [26]. However, Jod let DHH
participants overcome this. As 𝑃12𝐷𝐻𝐻 said, “This is much better
because it does not distract other people – I could just directly send
them the feedback – can you please repeat – so that was really good,
actually, very different.” Moreover, these notification mechanisms
helped DHH participants connect with interpreters in multiple
ways, from flagging their attention to requesting better background
lighting. For instance, 𝑃19𝐷𝐻𝐻 noted, “One issue we always have
is the issue of getting the interpreter’s attention or getting another
deaf person’s attention in sessions when there are deaf on the call.”
To this, 𝑃11𝐼 added,

“...therefore, they (DHH) always flash on the camera.
If some person is talking and they want that person’s
attention, they do <flashing>. However, if I specifically
want 𝑃19𝐷𝐻𝐻 ’s attention when there are 50 people,
I would repeatedly do <flashing> and his sign name.
If he sees me, he’ll say 𝑃11𝐼 . So that’s how we would
get each other’s attention.” – 𝑃11𝐼

However, while using Jod, 𝑃29𝐷𝐻𝐻 instead chose to use the “Please
look at me” feedback message to capture the interpreter’s attention.

In addition to augmenting the communication between DHH
participants and interpreters, these feedback messages also helped
the DHH and hearing participants converse directly. 𝑃22𝐻 , who
had never previously conversed with DHH individuals, shared
how preset messages helped him directly converse with a DHH
participant:

“Another interesting feature I realized initially – the
way I arranged my screen, I removed my tile. I was
like why should I see my own tile. Instead, I will
make everyone else bigger. I think someone sent me
a message saying to be more visible. I realized that I

should put my video tile back so that I can reorient.”
– 𝑃22𝐻

He further described it as a “new kind of experience” and agreed
with others that it made things easier by removing interpreters
from the loop for these conversations.

5.2.2 Capturing attention and acknowledging notification messages.
While these notification mechanisms aided in capturing attention,
several participants highlighted two major shortcomings:
its obtrusive design and lack of acknowledgment of receipt
mechanisms. When asked about their experience with feedback
messages, participants reported the notification messages often
overlapped with the video tiles, which felt visually “distracting.”
For instance, 𝑃33𝐻 shared,

“The way it was coming, it was actually coming in the
middle of the screen, and a lot of notifications were
coming together. So that was a bit distracting from
what was going on. So maybe if it comes on the side
or in the chat, then that would be better. . . because I
was missing what people were signing/speaking on the
screen. There were a lot of notifications, and unless I
went and clicked on them, it did not disappear.” – 𝑃33𝐻

Participants must click on notification messages to dismiss them
and clear their screens. Additionally, such visual distractions were
particularly challenging for interpreters, requiring them to pause
their signing, possibly resulting in information gaps momentarily.
As 𝑃11𝐼 mentioned, “I think [𝑃25𝐷𝐻𝐻 ] sent ‘turn your lights on’
to me thrice by mistake, and that remained on my screen... So I had
to put my sign down to disable all those three notifications. I had to
manually click on the notifications to disable it.” As a result, multiple
notifications hampered the ongoing interpretation, causing the
interpreter to miss the signing.

Participants also highlighted the lack of acknowledgment
or receipt mechanisms for these notifications. This resulted in
participants being unsure about whether the receiver received their
sent feedback message, as 𝑃12𝐷𝐻𝐻 mentioned

“When we click – can you please repeat – to send it to
the interpreter, there is no feedback feature to know
if the interpreter has actually received that message...
The message has been sent to the interpreter, but how
does the sender know that the interpreter has received
that message?” – 𝑃12𝐷𝐻𝐻

To overcome this, one DHH participant manually clarified his
confusion and “asked [𝑃11𝐼 ] if she got a notification, and she said
yes.”

In addition to manual interventions seeking acknowledgment
of notification receipt, participants suggested their desire for
automated ways to acknowledge notifications. For instance, 𝑃28𝐻
suggested, “I would want it to be acknowledged. If I am on the
receiver’s end, then I would want to acknowledge it – am I in a position
to do that? Have I made that change? Can I not make the change? Will
I make it later?” This demonstrates that acknowledgment extends
beyond mere confirmation; it is equally important for the receiver
to inform the sender if, how, and when they will respond to the
request. However, 𝑃11𝐼 , an interpreter, expressed reservations about
this suggestion: “That might be challenging from an interpreter’s
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perspective because while they are interpreting, they might not be
able to provide an acknowledgment by clicking – so we might just
have to do a sign and say yes or okay.” As a result, it might be useful
to explore non-click-based acknowledgment mechanisms.

5.2.3 Supporting additional preset messages. Our participants
were inspired by preset messages and made creative suggestions
to support mixed-ability conversations. For example, 𝑃07𝐷𝐻𝐻

requested "please mute/unmute yourself" because, “for the hard of
hearing, some of them rely on voice. Also, if there’s a lot of background
noise, they can request to disable it.” Other participants discussed the
utility of feedback messages during communication breakdowns,
e.g., preset messages could inform users that their “internet is bad”
or “screen is frozen.” For internet issues at the interpreter’s end,
such feedback messages could be beneficial in alerting everyone
and preventing information gaps. 𝑃08𝐷𝐻𝐻 added

“If, for example, the internet is slow and someone is
signing – you are in a very odd position. (laughs).
Is there a way to message, "Sorry I’ll join back" or
something like that instead of just freezing their video.”
– 𝑃08𝐷𝐻𝐻

Apart from suggestions about different preset messages, one
participant commented on the design of feedback notifications,
reflecting on their use during the charades round. She noted
that most participants would speak/sign “repeat” while guessing
during charades instead of using the “please repeat yourself” preset
message. She added,

“Why is it easier to say it and have it interpreted than
to just use that button? The point of the button was
to reduce the labor of that action...you need a much
larger or bolder notification that does not look like
other notifications to ask you to repeat yourselves.”
– 𝑃28𝐻

This indicates the need to consider communicating different preset
messages using different form factors. For example, a bolder
notification might be helpful if the message is essential and requires
urgent attention.

5.3 Flexibility with Automated Support to
Reduce Labor

Study participants appreciated the flexibility offered by Jod.
However, our participants realized they had to labor extra to align
the platform with their communication needs. We now detail how
participants envisioned complementing flexibility with automated
support from the platform to enhance their experience.

5.3.1 Customized templates to reduce labor. We observed that
the flexibility to reorganize the visual layout per specific needs
enhanced participants’ communication experience. Yet, a few
participants found it challenging to navigate through this flexibility
to create the best layout for themselves. For instance, 𝑃28𝐻
complained, “The chat is one thing, the on-screen captions is another,
and the interpreter’s video is another. So currently, it’s like... it’s the
labor of the hard-of-hearing participant, that they have to maneuver
everything out – how do I see everything together? It should be
on the part of the technologists to provide all these together easily.”

Other participants also noted the labor required, especially for
repetitive tasks. For instance, 𝑃13𝐷𝐻𝐻 mentioned, “I shouldn’t have
to go and remove individual participants... we can have one option
where I can click to show only deaf participants... we could just click
that.” Automating such repeated tasks, including adding/removing
participants based on hearing ability, would help to reduce user labor.

In addition, 𝑃23𝐻 suggested adding a feature to revert the
rearranged layout to the default one automatically:

“With respect to the resizing that we do in the starting
– if there was an option to revert to the original layout,
like default mode because what happened with me,
accidentally, I think, I increased someone’s screen,
I mean, someone’s window and the button for the
window disappeared somewhere, and I just couldn’t
go back – the resizing, the white corner, yeah, it
accidentally went to someplace. So it would be really
nice to have that kind of an option.” – 𝑃23𝐻

Participants suggested providing custom layout templates to
reduce their initial effort in reorganizing the default layout. 𝑃27𝐻
said, “With respect to the maneuvering, maybe you can have a bunch of
templates instead of leaving everything to the user? They can pick, they
don’t have to do everything, but they can if they want to.” To decide on
the custom templates, a hearing participant, 𝑃28𝐻 , suggested basing
it on focus group discussions and usage patterns of Jod:

“...hearing all of these conversations, it would be so
nice to have an optional template for the interpreter,
an optional template for DHH participants that takes
into account all these different perspectives and comes
up with the best possible layout. For example, now
we know that the interpreter needs to see the hard
of hearing participants – there should be a template
that reduces the labor of the interpreter. Similarly for
DHH participants, if you constantly keep hearing that
there is no point in seeing the hearing participants
– then there could be a template that could cater to
that.” – 𝑃28𝐻

Such templates could replicate the most frequent layout of each
participant group, and platforms could offer flexibility as an
additional feature. In addition to providing custom video tile
arrangements, it is essential to consider for each custom template
the placement and size of widgets (such as chat windows, closed
captions, transcripts, and reaction buttons) and how the system
should react (e.g., update the size and position of other video tiles
when a participant is customizing their visual layout). Participants
had to manually resize those ‘other’ tiles to use their visual layout
in Jod optimally. For example, 𝑃19𝐷𝐻𝐻 mentioned,

“So I just had 4 participants (on my screen), and I
resized one of the video tiles... the others should get
automatically resized to fit that grid. I shouldn’t have
to manually increase the size of the others... it should
automatically maximize others’ video tiles to reduce
the blank space on the grid.” – 𝑃19𝐷𝐻𝐻

Manually resizing was time-consuming and redundant labor,
creating challenges for participants to use their visual space
optimally. Overall, we find that flexibility comes with added
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costs, which could be reduced by offering automated support
and customized templates to participants based on their hearing
abilities.

5.3.2 Automated support for grabbing attention. When designing
Jod, we gave the shared screen a slightly larger tile size than the
participants’ video tiles. Still, we did not make it as prominent as
current video conferencing platforms do. Though most participants
navigated their way and reorganized it (Figure 5i - 5k), we observed
a strong desire for automated ways to prioritize the shared screen.
𝑃07𝐷𝐻𝐻 commented, “When someone else is sharing their screen,
it doesn’t pop up on my screen... It comes as a small window. That
person had to inform me that he had shared the screen, and I zoomed
in on that screen.” This caused information gaps and additional
labor on the participant’s end. Instead, participants wanted the
shared screen to be larger than other tiles when it loaded to capture
attention and then have added flexibility to resize if required.

In addition to the shared screen, some participants also expected
smart behaviors from Jod to grab attention, especially while
interrupting or asking questions. For example, 𝑃21𝐷𝐻𝐻 said,

“If someone raises their hand – automatically they
should come to the main grid. If they have a question
or they have a doubt, then they can ask, so I knowwho
is exactly asking the question or doubt.” – 𝑃21𝐷𝐻𝐻

While common videoconferencing platforms such as Zoom offer
these capabilities, participants complained about the constant video
tile switching in these platforms, which makes it particularly
challenging for DHH participants. A hearing participant, 𝑃23𝐻 ,
suggested that “the interpreter should stay static, and maybe the
others – we could have some priority order. If there is a crosstalk kind
of a thing – it shouldn’t switch that much.” Therefore, it might be
beneficial to design automated mechanisms to capture attention yet
avoid unnecessary switching and enable the ability to set priorities
for certain participants.

Participants also suggested providing automatic focus toward
other widget elements, such as the chat window, in case of
new messages. Particularly, DHH participants and the interpreter
complained about missing new messages unless someone explicitly
informed them; as 𝑃11𝐼 stated, “when they were chatting, I did not
realize that they had typed in the chat unless they told me.” This is
perhaps because DHH participants and interpreters are constantly
engaged in signing, making it hard for them to look away to stay
updated with the chat. To mitigate this, 𝑃22𝐻 , a hearing participant,
suggested,

“The DHH participants were doing the actions, but we
were guessing in the chat. They were also pausing and
looking in the chat. At some stage, these interactions
have to grab your attention. The chat has to be bang
in the middle. So it has to be like you know you
overlay the text on the entire screen because when
we were signing, they were looking at their screen. . .
not looking at the corner. So overlay the text over
the video – especially for games like charades, not
always.” – 𝑃22𝐻

In general, then, we find that Jod’s flexibility lets participants
customize layouts to meet their preferences; there is an inherent

need for intelligent support to achieve optimal layouts and visual
spacing and to flag user attention.

5.4 Beyond Communication: Norms and
Mismatched Expectations

We now discuss the varying cultural and communication norms
among DHH and hearing groups we observed in our study and
how that can result in mismatched expectations in mixed hearing
communication contexts.

5.4.1 Cultural and communication norms in mixed hearing settings.
During the user study, we discovered that some participants—
specifically, DHH participants and interpreters—relied on various
cultural practices to ensure efficient communication. For instance,
to capture people’s attention in a group conversation, 𝑃11𝐼 shared,

“If the person is talking and they (DHH) want that
person’s attention, they always flash on the camera...
they keep blocking [and unblocking] the camera, you
notice something going black and white, they do that.
However, if I specifically want [DHH person name]’s
attention when there are 50 people (on the call), I
would repeatedly do this [sign their name]. If they see
me, they’ll say [sign back my name]. So that’s how
we would get each other’s attention.” – 𝑃11𝐼

Theseworkaroundsmake communication betweenDHHparticipants
and interpreters more efficient. Similarly, using ‘sign names’3 when
communicating with one another is common practice in deaf
communication. However, participants (both DHH and interpreters)
were not familiar with other participants’ sign names.

To navigate this, we found that interpreters relied on alternatives,
such as "fingerspelling their name" or saying "S hearing person or
M hearing person" to provide contextual speaker information while
interpreting. However, 𝑃24𝐷𝐻𝐻 talked about the time-consuming
nature of such strategies: “Say a person is asking a question, I
don’t know their sign name, and spelling their entire name is time-
consuming... if we could have a number along with the names of the
participants – like 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, and the name... I could just say number
1, like an ID, to save time.” Since hearing participants often do not
have sign names, designing such suggested solutions could save
time and enhance everyone’s user experience.

Another key characteristic of deaf communication is the
extensive use of visual cues, such as facial expressions and
backchanneling gestures. As 𝑃25𝐷𝐻𝐻 mentioned, “The deaf like
to respond a lot while people are talking...They are very expressive,
that’s the deaf culture. So they might give a thumbs-up while
someone is speaking.” This was not the case for hearing participants,
who primarily relied on audio cues to establish conversational
connections. A few DHH participants even wanted hearing
participants to be more expressive, as 𝑃30𝐷𝐻𝐻 reveals:

“I want hearing people to use their expressions so
that I can connect with their captions – what they are
feeling and what they are trying to say. So that it can
help me to understand better.” – 𝑃30𝐷𝐻𝐻

3In deaf culture and sign language, a sign name (or a name sign) is a special sign used
to identify a person (a name).
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5.4.2 Inherent lags and mismatched expectations. Despite Jod’s
assistive capabilities, several communication gaps persist within
mixed hearing group conversations. These gaps often resulted from
themismatched communication norms and expectations of different
participant groups. For example, DHH participants’ reliance on
visual cues and expressions vs hearing participants’ reliance on
audio cues produced communication gaps: “As a hearing person
I rely on audio cues when someone starts speaking to me. I am not
necessarily always looking at everyone’s video tile. So, say, when a
deaf person wants my attention or when they have started signing
in a charades game, I don’t realize it until unless the interpreter tells
me that this person is speaking to me.” – 𝑃28𝐻 . Moreover, several
participants expressed frustration about the inherent gaps due to
interpretation delays. Multiple delays were witnessed during the
informal conversation round when hearing participants (including
the researcher) or DHH participants told a joke. And the other
participant group needed to wait for it to be interpreted. For
example:

“Anytime you (hearing user) make a joke, we (other
hearing users) will always laugh first, whereas half
of the participant group (DHH users) has not yet had
the joke interpreted for them. There is a lag, which
kinda puts the hearing participants on the upper hand
of the power dynamic because we are almost able to
have different levels of conversation that might not
be inclusive.” – 𝑃28𝐻

We find similar communication lag in conversation dynamics
during the game of charades, especially when the movie name was
guessed first by hearing participants. Moreover, during the FGDs,
we observed that except for a few DHH participants who wanted
hearing users to be more expressive, most DHH participants were
content with communicating through the interpreter. Interestingly,
a few hearing participants sought a deeper connection with
DHH participants, extending beyond the interpreter’s verbal
communication. 𝑃33𝐻 , a hearing participant, even expressed
uncertainty about whether what she said was being understood by
DHH participants:

“I am not very confident if my words have been
reached, if a deaf person has identified that ‘oh,
𝑃33𝐻 is speaking’, have they registered that? Do they
feel that particular connection with me? Or not? Or
they’re just thinking it to be a part of the talk... or just
a grand continuation of what was going on.” – 𝑃33𝐻

Overall, we find that the communication norms used by DHH
and hearing participants differed significantly, resulting in
communication gaps, uncertainties, and misaligned expectations.
Furthermore, these gaps were a barrier to deeper connections
sought by some participants in mixed hearing videoconferencing.

6 DISCUSSION
This paper examined the usage of Jod by mixed hearing groups.
We find that the flexibility and multiplicity that Jod offered enabled
users to customize their interface to meet their personal preferences
and continuously changing group communication context.
Notifications tailored to mixed hearing ability conversations helped
different participant groups to better communicate with each other.

Observing participants use Jod showcases the need (1) for balance,
to provide customization with automated support, (2) to overlay
context-aware notifications with means for acknowledgment, and
(3) to further explore features adhering to cultural practices. Below
we discuss them in detail.

Flexibility vs System-Provided Defaults: Prior work has
identified layout-related challenges faced by DHH users in
videoconferencing platforms [13, 14, 26, 36], including the inability
to keep other signers in view, difficulty in consuming information
when the signers’ video tile is small, and the inability to reduce
visual clutter while consuming information from multiple sources.
In our sessions, we observed participants actively customize Jod’s
visual layout to create diverse layout arrangements, e.g., enlarging
the interpreter’s video tile, removing hearing participants, and
rearranging DHH user tiles closer to each other. They updated their
layout preferences multiple times as the study sessions progressed
and the group communication context changed. Though such
customization provides users control of their visual environment,
it can increase user labor; many participants therefore wanted
responsive layouts that would automatically fill up empty screen
space or a way to transition back to the default layout. Some DHH
participants felt the burden of individually removing/resizing each
participant’s video tile. We witnessed this constant tension between
the need for complete flexibility versus the support they expected
from the platform.

Design Recommendations: To reduce user labor and increase
platform support, we recommend adding options for quick layout
modifications (e.g., one-click actions to add/remove video tiles
based on hearing ability, a back button to revert any layout
changes, etc.), similar to hiding non-video participants option that
Zoom offers [34]. Additionally, we recommend having optional
video layout templates to choose from based on group context,
substantiating Ang et al.’s suggestion for customizable layout
templates [26]. These predefined templates need to be dynamic
and should account for several attributes of the ongoing mixed
hearing group conversation (e.g., group and individual accessibility
needs, number of signers with active videos, and presence/absence
of interpreters) to suggest layouts that are contextual and useful.
Though the interpreter was available in our study, we observed
DHH participants relying on captions and transcriptions for
multiple use cases, such as to verify interpreters’ voicing or when
the interpreter’s video got stuck due to low internet bandwidth.
Thus, these layout templates must also accommodate appropriate
placement for captions and transcriptions. Finally, future research
should study this amalgamation of flexibility with templates,
particularly automated ways to optimize screen real estate while
supporting users in creating their preferred layout.

Context-aware Notifications: In Jod, participants used preset
messages to influence others’ behaviors. Prior work have studied
the designs of notification systems for DHH individuals to grab
other’s attention and communicate feedback [26, 30]. Our findings
offer novel insights into various notifications’ design and delivery
mechanisms. We observed the disruptive nature of alerts that
participants speculated in a prior work [20]. We implemented
a click-to-dismiss interaction to ensure that notifications were
dismissed only after the receiver had seen them. However,
while signing, interpreters are usually slightly away from their
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videoconferencing setup to ensure their upper body, hands, and
head are visible in the video. This made it difficult for them to
dismiss notifications quickly, thus cluttering their visual layout
with messages. Similarly, hearing participants felt that notifications
were distracting and they felt interrupted. Furthermore, Jod’s design
did not inform the sender if, how, and when the recipient of their
message will respond to their request, leading them to send more
notifications and further causing interruptions for the recipient.

Design Recommendations: In future iterations, researchers could
explore making notifications less distracting. Further designs can be
explored on how recipients could acknowledge them and how this
information gets relayed to the sender. Our findings suggest that
notifications are not equally urgent and may have an underlying
priority based on the group communication context. For example,
requesting active speakers to repeat what they said is more critical
than asking passive participants to adjust their upper body. The
priority of a message can be represented through visual design
concepts like high-contrast colors and larger font sizes. The system
could filter the repeats to not overwhelm the recipient with the
same notification. Besides user notifications, we should have
system notifications to support mixed hearing groups. For example,
intermittently losing an interpreter’s audio or video introduces
information gaps in a mixed hearing ability conversation. Thus,
similar to network connection notifications like poor connectivity,
the interpreter’s absence can be communicated at a system level.
Similarly, informing users that they are out-of-frame can also be
the system’s responsibility. For example, using vision algorithms to
detect if someone’s upper body and hands are not visible or if they
are sitting in poor lighting. On the recipient’s end, there should be
multiple ways to acknowledge the received message (e.g., “I will do
it”, “I cannot do it”). To enable users to interact with notifications
while they are signing or interpreting, additional modalities (like
swipe right/down gestures) can be studied further.

Integrating Deaf Cultural Norms: A sign name (or a name
sign) is a unique sign used to identify a person, and it’s an
integral part of Deaf culture [21]. As the hearing participants
and researchers did not have sign names, DHH participants
and the interpreter shared their struggle in referring them
using fingerspelling [5], leading to increased labor and further
information gaps. Furthermore, not knowing each other’s sign
names could also lead to a disconnect with the DHH individuals on
the call. A DHH participant suggested adding numeric identifiers
for each hearing individual in the platform to ease the action of
referring them.

Design Recommendations: To be more inclusive towards the
LGBTQ community, videoconferencing platforms added an
option for users to add and share their pronouns as part of
their identity [33]. Similarly, videoconferencing platforms could
allow adding sign names to user profiles through short self-
recorded videos. Future explorations would need to distill how this
integration works for hearing users because typically, sign names
are given to hearing individuals by another person from the Deaf
community [4, 23]. We believe this could be a small step towards
introducing a rich part of Deaf culture to videoconferencing
platforms. Moreover, the user profiles on the videoconferencing
platform could also ask users to add their accessibility needs and
preferred communication methods. As discussed previously, these

details could help the system increase its awareness and provide
contextual support.

6.1 Towards Conducting Inclusive Mixed
Hearing Studies

With the emergence of research surrounding video-mediated
communication within mixed hearing groups [12, 16, 17, 20, 29],
several studies have outlined considerations for designing and
facilitating inclusive studies [18, 26, 30]. Some recommendations
proposed by studies employing participatory design to explore the
future of videoconferencing include DHH representation within
research team [19, 26], developing communication norms [18, 26],
and use of appropriate phrasings [26]. Mack et al. discussed
that academic papers often omit access accommodations and the
labor put into making research methods accessible in accessibility
studies [17]. Based on our experience, we now reflect and highlight
several considerations and discuss implications for future research.

While conducting our study, we realized the “messiness” of our
method and the importance of iterating over the study protocol. In
the initial sessions (S2 and S3), we primarily relied on a researcher-
facilitated informal conversation to encourage interactions among
DHH and hearing participants. Though our participants were
engaged, the conversations remained organized, researcher-driven,
and lacked intermingling between the two groups. In the fourth
study session, we introduced a Charades play round to improve this.
In addition to facilitating cross-communication, Charades enhanced
the overall experience and made the study much more enjoyable for
our participants. Based on our learnings, we encourage accessibility
researchers to be more flexible, open, and adaptable to quick
iterations. Future studies could also explore novel, creative methods
similar to Charades that could facilitate better intermingling and
comfort and create a playful experience in mixed hearing studies.
Such methods could particularly benefit studies involving system
exploration, as they would facilitate closer to the natural, real-world
interactions among both DHH and hearing groups.

Prior studies in HCI and Accessibility have also highlighted the
need to consider the accessibility of the full-method pipeline, from
selecting a research method to analyzing the data [18]. In our study,
the in-person sessions were conducted in the workplace of our
DHH participants. We opted to conduct focus group discussions
(FGDs) instead of semi-structured interviews for two main reasons:
(1) to encourage participants, both DHH and hearing, to express
their individual and collective viewpoints and engage in group
discussions, and (2) to mitigate the burden of interpretation and
minimize transcription expenses. We observed a clear distinction
between the remote and in-person FGDs. The FGDs conducted
in person, where participants and researchers were in close
physical proximity to each other, proved to be more engaging and
interactive, as opposed to the FGDs conducted over Zoom. However,
given the structured nature of remote FGDs and the advanced
capabilities of Zoom, the transcription was straightforward, unlike
that for the in-person FGDs, which posed difficulties due to lack
of established communication norms. E.g., speaker identification
posed a significant challenge during the transcription of in-person
FGDs, as the interpreter failed to indicate the corresponding DHH
participant while interpreting, leading to information gaps in
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our audio recordings. To address this issue, we relied on our
handwritten notes to map the participant quotes with the respective
speakers. We argue in-depth discussions are necessary to establish
effective communication protocols, specifically around when, how,
and where to lead focus groups in mixed hearing settings.

Lastly, as most of our hearing participants had limited experience
interacting with DHH individuals, they were unsure of how to
communicate with the DHH participants through the interpreter.
For example, one hearing participant asked whether to direct
her gaze toward the DHH signer or the interpreter. In alignment
with prior recommendations [26], we encourage establishing clear
communication protocols for both DHH and hearing participants.

6.2 Limitations
The Jod system and study design have several limitations. First,
our findings focused on medium-sized mixed hearing groups and
may not generalize to large group settings. Second, some of Jod’s
design choices may not scale well to large groups of people. For
instance, the participants anticipated the effort it would take to
manually resize and remove/add video tiles if more people were on
the call. Third, a critical use case for videoconferencing platforms
is to present information through screen sharing, and the type
of shared content varies. Though we explored a screen sharing
experience during the study session, it was limited since DHH
users did not experience the complexities that arise with sharing
multimedia presentations. Fourth, as the DHH participants and
interpreters were recruited from the same partner organization
for some sessions, our observations and findings could have been
influenced by the comfort of participants already knowing each
other. Each session also had the same ratio of DHH to the interpreter
to hearing participants, which may or may not reflect a real-world
group conversation. Finally, though our study design was motivated
by real-world situations, the limited time people spent on Jod was
insufficient to recreate diverse group contexts that could have
led to communication challenges. For example, though the DHH
participants favored Jod’s accessibility indicators feature, given they
might have known each other would have made the feature less
valuable during the study. Our work can inform future research on
conducting large-scale longitudinal studies and exploring different
group compositions across session activities.

7 CONCLUSION
We designed and built a videoconferencing platform for mixed
hearing ability conversations between DHH signers, interpreters,
and hearing users. We revealed how Jod’s features interact
with each other by simulating real-world conversations in user
studies. Our study participants desired a balance between flexibility
and system-provided automated defaults, and raised a need for
acknowledgments and prioritization of received messages based
on the group communication context. Based on our findings, we
identified design guidelines for future videoconferencing platforms
that could enhance virtual communication in mixed hearing
groups.
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A APPENDIX
A.1 Task-based Exploration
We asked participants to explore system features through the following task prompts:

(1) Make a participant’s video tile larger or smaller.
(2) Move another participant’s video tile, anywhere on the screen.
(3) Remove a participant’s video. Add it back by clicking on the Add button in the participants’ list, on the right side.
(4) You can also lock a participant’s video. If you lock someone’s tile you will not be able to move them around or resize it (Optional).
(5) Can you ask me (the researcher) to turn ON my lights?
(6) Can you try requesting Participant X to speak slowly?
(7) Try clicking on notifications and see what happens.
(8) Try gestures like raising your hand, clapping, ok, and thumbs-up. You can also click on the icons on the top right to communicate

these reactions.
(9) Can you try sending a message on the chat?
(10) Can you try resizing and moving the closed captions box?

A.2 Jod’s Features and Addressed Accessibility Barriers

Jod’s Features Addressed Accessibility Barriers

Customizable Visual Layout. Allows users to
completely customize their visual layout by resizing,
rearranging, and removing video tiles. They can
reposition and resize the captions box too.

Speechreading is challenging due to lack of eye contact and because
speaker’s gestures and facial expressions can get inaccessible [13]. Suggested
Design Direction: Ability to zoom in on the speaker and remove passive
participants [13].
DHH individuals need to rely on captions when speechreading becomes
difficult [13]. Suggested Design Direction: Keep captions near the speaker [13].

Videoconferencing platforms offer limited support to customize visual
elements but DHH users’ needs to rearrange and resize the elements on
their screen are unique [14].
Maneuvering multiple sources of information during video conferencing
e.g. slides or screen share, signing interpreter, speaker video [22]. Suggested
Design Direction: Semi-transparent video which can be overlaid over a shared
screen [22].

Preset Feedback Messages. Participants can request
others to look at them, keep their upper body visible, sit
in well-lit areas, speak slower, use easier language, and
repeat themselves.
Accessibility Indicators. Help guage accommodations
and preferences in mixed hearing settings.

Poor lighting and busy visual backgrounds can make it hard for DHH users
to speechread or follow signing [14, 36].
Bad camera adjustments may lead to less eye contact which can be perceived
as a lack of engagement [14]
Hearing users’ behaviors may negatively affect DHH users’ conversation
experience (e.g. speaking at a low volume or speaking too fast) [11, 28, 29].
Suggested Design Direction: Notification systems to influence hearing users’
behavior [30].

Active Signer Identification. Focus on DHH
individuals who are signing instead of interpreters who
are voicing for them.

Difficulty in speaker identification [13, 14, 26, 37] and DHH signer
indentification through the voice of the interpreter [37]. Suggested Design
Direction: Dedicated location for essential elements such as speaker and
captions [13].

Enhanced Transcriptions. Ensure all users have a
shared conversational context through ASR outputs of
past conversations, emojis, and start-stopped signing
tags.

If a speaker speaks too fast, captions may disappear faster than someone’s
reading speed [14].
DHH users may miss content and lose conversation context if they look away
from their screen and miss reading captions [14].

Table 2: Summary of Related Work: Jod’s Features and Addressed Accessibility Barriers
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